EYE ON ETHICS

by David D. Dodge

Post-Departure Fee Splitting Agreements
The departure of lawyers from firms raises a number of ethical considerations, and is a subject about which there is plenty
of advice for Arizona lawyers.1
There is one aspect of departing lawyers, however, that has in the past
generated considerable controversy. This is when the departing lawyer
takes a client with her after working on the case at the “old” firm (most
often a contingent fee case) and where it has been agreed that, when the
fee is finally earned, the “old” firm is entitled to a portion of it. The problem arose because, when the fee is divided between the departing lawyer
and the “old” firm, there is technically a division of a fee between lawyers
“Bar Counsel who are not in the same firm, something that may be accomplished only
Insider,” under certain conditions.
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Among the requirements for ethically dividing fees between lawyers
the State Bar’s who are not in the same firm are that the “old” firm remain “jointly
own Lawyer responsible” to the client with the departing lawyer, and that the client
Regulation agree to the division in a writing signed by the client.2
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These injunctions can be awkward after a lawyer departs from the old
attorneys, firm, especially if the parting was not particularly amicable. So how do
is on p. 86. lawyers plan for division of unearned fees in the event a lawyer leaves a firm
so that the client, the departing lawyers and the “old” firm are treated fairEthics ly?
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Prior to December 1, 2003, ER 1.5 (Fees) provided that fees could
the Rules of not be divided between lawyers who were not in the same firm unless the
Professional division was (1) in proportion to the services performed by each lawyer
Conduct are or, by written agreement with the client, each lawyer assumed joint
available at responsibility for the representation; (2) the client was advised of and did
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An Arizona ethics opinion based on the former ER 1.5(e) made it very
clear that agreements between lawyers before departure (i.e.,
while still in the same firm) seeking to provide for division of fees
on cases a departing lawyer took with her would be subject to the
provisions of the rule.3 In other words, you looked at where the
lawyers were when the fee was paid, instead of where the lawyers
were when the agreement was made, in determining whether the
lawyers involved were “in the same firm.”
When ER 1.5(e) was amended in 2003, the requirement that
the fee had to be split in proportion to the work actually done by
the participating lawyers was eliminated, but the requirement
that the participating lawyers had to assume “joint responsibility”
for the representation was not.4 In addition, the client still has to
agree to the participation of the lawyers involved, but now has to
do so in a writing signed by the client. But the most striking addiDavid D. Dodge is a partner in the
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Although the comment seems to deal
only with fees earned by the participating
lawyers for work done before departure, and
not for work done after departure, the
authorities that have opined on the new rule
have not made this distinction.5 With one
exception, they seem to focus on where the
participating lawyers were at the time the
agreement to divide fees was made to determine whether they were “in the same firm.”6
There is even authority to the effect that the
agreement to divide fees can be made after
departure of the departing lawyer, so long as
it was part of the “winding up” process of
determining who gets what concerning cases
the departing lawyer takes with her.7
There are some limitations on what is
allowed in post-departure fee division agreements.
• First, and most obvious, is that the fee
to be divided should be reasonable and
hopefully no larger than the client
agreed to pay in the first place.
• Second, the division of fees should
attempt to have some rational and fair
basis, taking into consideration the work
to be done by the participating lawyers,
which lawyer remains responsible for
cash advances and which lawyer “originated” the client. This to prevent the
agreement from violating the proscriptions of ER 5.6(a) (Restrictions on
Right to Practice), which prohibits a
lawyer from participating in offering or
making an agreement that in effect
might restrict his right to practice after
departure, something that could be
argued if the agreement to divide fees is
really unfair to the departing lawyer in
view of his continuing responsibilities in
the cases he takes with him.
The general consensus is that law firms
have significant latitude in dividing fees
among the firm’s lawyers. In these cases, it
really is none of the client’s concern what
happens to the fees they pay once received
by the firm.
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This same philosophy seems to have been
adopted by courts interpreting the new rules
as pertain to agreements concerning postdeparture divisions of fees.8 It is the same
concept expressed in ER 1.17 (Sale of Law
Practice) where work will presumably be
done by a “new” lawyer and where the client
only needs to be notified of the transaction.
It is wise to remember that the rule
against fee-splitting was designed and
intended to prevent the brokering of legal
sources—the forwarding of cases to lawyers
not because of their ability to handle the
client’s problems, but because they paid the
highest referral fees to the referring lawyer.
The new rules departing lawyers concerning
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